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What is Screenberry
The Screenberry™ media server is a powerful
and intuitive tool for real-time multi-screen
playback in extremely high resolutions. It’s the
perfect solution for 3D mapping, dome projection,
stage screens, and multimedia installations.

Impossible Made Easy

Origin
Screenberry was born in 2007 as an internal show production tool
of the Front Pictures studio, as other solutions available at that time
did not give us enough creative freedom. Seeing the results of our
work over the years, other media artists started asking us to use
this ‘magical software’ in their shows and installations.
This encouraged us to convert our in-house technology
into a product which is now available for the entire industry.
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Features at a Glance
High-resolution video playback: up to 32K x 2K 30 fps, 16K x 2K 60 fps,
8K x 8K 30 fps, or 8K x 4K 60 fps on a single machine *
Сanvas size: up to 32K x 32K **
High frame rates: 48, 60, 96, 120, 240, or custom*
Can drive up to 16 x 4K video outputs from a single machine; can be extended
to 64 x Full HD (or even more) with the help of external video processors *
Capture cards support: variety of SDI, DVI, HDMI, DP boards from
Blackmagic Design, Datapath, Deltacast, Magewell
Audio hardware support: ASIO, WASAPI, WINMM
Video codecs: RVA, H.264, H.265, MPEG-2, ProRes, HAP, CineForm
Image files and sequences: PNG, JPG, TGA
Alpha channel support  ***
Audio codecs: WAV, AC3, MP3
Encrypted content playback (ERVA only)
NDI® streaming (in/out)
Control protocols: DMX, Art-Net, MIDI, RS232, UDP, OSC, TCP, HTTP, PJLink,
vendor-specific projector/display protocols
Visual node-graph editor for building processing pipelines
2D/3D workflow: 3D geometry OBJ files import, virtual projectors, and cameras
Timelines, playlists, and cues
Multi-user control
Manual and automatic camera-based calibration (softedge blending, warping,
black level, white level, gamma matching)
Flat, curved, dome, full sphere, free-form shaped screens
Stereoscopic content support: frame sequential and side-by-side
SMPTE and MTC timecode
Custom GLSL shaders
HTML5 web interface for platform-independent control
Scripting (JavaScript)
Modular and extensible architecture
Integration API
Bundled with plugins for Unreal® Engine 4, Unity®, TouchDesigner
for calibration data import
Cross-platform (Windows, Linux)
* The number of displays, total resolution, and frame rate depend on the hardware configuration
** Depends on the maximum texture size supported by GPU
*** Video codecs that support alpha channel: RVA, ProRes, HAP, CineForm; image formats that support alpha channel: TGA, PNG
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Key Features

Protocols & Automation

Screenberry is designed with the utmost efficiency in mind.
A single Screenberry machine can handle up to 16 x 4K
(or 64 x Full HD) outputs, which is enough for most events and
installations. The single server approach provides both creative
freedom and unmatched performance combined with ease of
use, as well as reduced hardware and maintenance costs.

Highest Image Resolution & Quality

HD
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4К

8K

Variety of Media

NDI

PNG

RVA HAP

DMX OSC

MIDI

UDP

Art-Net

Flexible Show Programming

RS232

HTTP
PJLink

PLAY

CUE

Screenberry is capable of communicating with a variety of hardware
and software by utilizing a wide range of protocols: Art-Net, MIDI,
UDP, OSC, TCP/IP, RS-232, HTTP, PJLink, numerous vendor-specific
projector/display control protocols.

Screenberry provides a full range of show creation and control tools
including multiple timelines, playlists, cues, and independent
media players.

2D / 3D Workflow

Multi-User Remote Control

MPEG-2

H.264

2D

3D

Due to its hybrid video processing engine, which efficiently uses
both the GPU and CPU, one single Screenberry server can handle
media playback up to 32K x 2K 30 fps / 16K x 2K 60 fps / 32 x Full HD
layers at 30 fps with canvas up to 32K x 32K.
A high frame rate (120, 240 fps) and custom frame rates are also
supported. All of this allows you to implement the most ambitious
projects without getting into complicated clustered systems!

Screenberry supports a wide range of media sources:
video files (RVA, H.264, H.265, MPEG-2, ProRes, HAP, CineForm),
image files and sequences (PNG, JPG, TGA), audio files (WAV, AC3,
MP3), 3D models (OBJ), live capture (SDI, DVI, HDMI, DP), NDI®
network streams.

2D and 3D compositing pipelines are available. The 2D workflow
is designed for flat and relatively simple screen setups. The
3D environment is primarily used for projection mapping onto
complicated objects such as building facades or automobiles;
it allows users to import 3D models, and set up virtual projectors
and cameras. There is no need to pre-warp your content, as
Screenberry will do it for you in real-time.

Thanks to the full-fledged control over IP, multiple operators can
simultaneously configure the system, upload content, and control
shows remotely. The feature permits one to implement
more complex show control scenarios and to operate fixed
installations via a local network or the Internet.

Content Encryption & Distribution

Any Screen

Node-Graph Editor

Multi-Channel Audio

Have you ever worried about leasing your media content?
Screenberry media server can directly play back video in
a proprietary encrypted format ERVA. It enables producers
and media designers to safely distribute media files worldwide
and benefit from time-based or pay-per-play licensing.

Screen types and shapes are becoming more and more challenging.
Screenberry is built to handle them all: flat, curved, fulldome,
full sphere, free-form shapes. Projectors, LED screens, and
LCD video walls can be used simultaneously.

Screenberry, with node-based architecture in its core, provides
creative freedom and intuitive control even for complex AV setups.
Visual programming with nodes allows for a great number of setups,
configurations, and control scenarios, as well as flexible
audio/video streams routing.

Screenberry supports multi-channel audio configurations with
up to 64 channels via the MADI and Dante interfaces.
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Modular Architecture

Scripting
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if (isPlaying == true) {

Screenberry.node('UdpSender1').
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parameter('Text').setValue('\\2');
} else {

Screenberry.node('UdpSender1').

5
6
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API & Integration

parameter('Text').setValue('\\1');
}

tickInterval = Screenberry.fps() /

Screenberry has a modular architecture and its functionality can
be extended with external plug-in modules. You can choose from a
growing range of Screenbery-compatible plug-ins and applications.

Some scenarios require extra flexibility. All Screenberry features
can be accessed and automated via JavaScript.

Screenberry can be easily integrated into most content production
pipelines and AV installations. API provides convenient tools
for the integration of 3rd party applications. Сalibration data import
is available for Unreal® Engine 4, Unity®, and TouchDesigner.

Automatic Projection Alignment

Stereoscopic

Cross-Platform

Reliability

Advanced automatic 5-stage camera-based projection alignment*
warps and blends projections onto flat, curved, or dome screens
with a few clicks, all within minutes. The unique black level
compensation ensures a truly seamless image even in dark
environments, which is important for planetariums. Screenberry
is also capable of calibrating projectors with stacking and optical
blends. It is possible to combine manual and automatic
calibration methods.

Different types of 3D stereo are supported: passive and active
technologies with frame-sequential and side-by-side layouts.
Screenberry is capable of outputting stereoscopic video on flat,
curved, and dome screens.

Screenberry server natively runs on Windows and Linux.
Screenberry Control Panel is available for Windows, iOS and has
a customizable web interface.

Since 2007, Screenberry media servers have proven their rock-solid
stability in thousands of events and installations for the most
demanding clients around the globe. Whether it is a live event or
a large installation in a museum or planetarium, Screenberry
is the platform you can rely on.

GLSL

HTML 5 Web Interface

Service & Support

Features on Request

GLSL shaders are supported via a GLSL node. A custom Fragment
Shader allows for the processing of media or the creation of realtime OpenGL effects.

Thanks to the built-in web service, Screenbery can be controlled
not only via its native desktop application but also from
a smartphone or tablet. HTML 5 support enables the creation
of custom platform-independent web interfaces which allows
multiple users to operate the server via a web browser.

The Screenberry Support Team is ready to assist you with any help
you may need. We can also train your crew or provide full support at
your event.

Sometimes new functionality is required to push the limits of your
project. Our development team is ready to implement any specific
feature you may need upon request.

*Auto-alignment is an optional feature and it may not be included in your package.
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Typical
Applications

Live Shows
Fulldome & Planetariums
Museums & Science Centers
Art Installations & Exhibitions
Amusement Parks
Corporate Events
Architectural Projection
Theaters
Digital Signage
Broadcast & Shooting
Simulation
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Typical System Layouts
Hybrid Planetarium

© National Space Centre / spacecentre.co.uk

iPad control app

Control display

Opto-mechanical
star projector

Cove light (DMX)

Calibration camera

Digital projectors (up to 64 x Full HD outputs)
Screenberry Media Server

Control workstation

Presentation laptop,
live signal
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Multi-channel audio (up to 64 channels)
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Live Show

Media Gallery

Digital projectors
(up to 64 x Full HD outputs)
Multi-channel audio
(up to 64 channels)

Multi-channel audio
(up to 64 channels)

DMX Light
Digital projectors
(up to 64 x Full HD outputs)

LED screens

Lighting console

SDI
Genlock
Video processor (s)

Screenberry Media Server

Outside
broadcasting van

Screenberry Media Server

Broadcast camera (s)

Info kiosk

Timecode generator
iPad control app
External media player

Control workstation
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MIDI controller

Control workstation (s)

VJ workstation (s),
live signal

Control display (s)
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Basic workflow

1
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Project setup

Content upload

Show programming
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Projection
alignment

Show
rehearsals

Liftoff!
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Space 360

Spherical projection theater Space 360 in Gwangju, South Korea
1 x Screenberry server
12 x Barco PGWU-62L WUXGA laser phosphor projectors
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Melody Maker
Hotel

Permanent projection mapping at Melody Maker Cancun Hotel, Mexico
1 x Screenberry server
16 x Barco UDX-W32 projectors
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National Space
Centre

Fulldome projection system at UK’s biggest Sir Patrick Moore Planetarium
1 x Screenberry server
13 x BenQ LU9915 WUXGA BlueCore laser projectors
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A-Gallery

Ukraine’s biggest multimedia exhibition A-Gallery in Kyiv
1 x Screenberry server
52 x BenQ MW814ST projectors
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Digital backdrop
for shooting

Digital backdrop for Christine & the Queens music video
1 x Screenberry server
3 x double stacked Christie Roadster S+20K projectors
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Head Office

Front Pictures LLC
Lavrska Street, 16
01015, Kyiv, Ukraine
+38 044 333 85 42
sales@frontpictures.com
frontpictures.com
screenberry.com

Partners
Japan
Digital Media Lab., Inc.
Immersive attractions and simulators

Ohira Tech Ltd
Planetarium systems

Orihalcon Technologies Inc.
Systems integration partner

3-27-10, Hatchobori, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 104-0032 JAPAN
+81 3 5931 0148
+81 3 3206 3717 (Fax)
sales@dml.co.jp
dml.co.jp

4489-1 Ikonobecho, Tsuzukiku
Yokohama City, Kanagawa
224-0053, Japan
sales@megastar.jp
megastar.jp

3-33-18-301, Nakano,
Nakano-ku, Tokyo
Japan 164-0001
+81 3 6304 8356
info@orihalcon.co.jp
orihalcon.co.jp

Czech Republic

South Korea

Russia

Nowatron Elektronik

Metaspace

Pitch Media

spol. s r. o. Na Radosti 298/4
155 21 Praha 5
+420 251 615 925
+420 251 615 957 (Fax)
praha@nowatron.cz
nowatron.cz

Taeyang Bldg 401, 36, Nonhyeon-ro
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, South Korea
+82 2 571 3764
sales@metaspace.co.kr
metaspace.co.kr

Novodmitrovskaya Street 1, building 2
Moscow, 127 015, Russia
+7 (495) 150 85 10
info@pitch.ru
pitch.ru

United Kingdom

United States

Spain / Portugal

NSC Creative

Freckled Sky
Creative performances and live shows

NewMedia Creative Technology Studio

National Space Centre
Exploration Drive, Leicester
UK, LE4 5NS
+44 0 116 258 2101
Skype: NSCCreative
domes@nsccreative.com
domes.nsccreative.com

222 W Ontario Street, Suite 501
Chicago, IL 60654
+1 415 578 0810
info@freckledsky.com
freckledsky.com

9 Apodaca Street, Bajo D
28004 Madrid, Spain
+34 647 777 649
welcome@newmedia.events
newmedia.events

Omnispace Inc.
Planetarium systems
425 N 400 W
Salt Lake City UT 84103
+1 (801) 888-7570
info@omnispaceinc.com
omnispace360.com

TRADEMARKS
“Front Pictures”, “Screenberry”, “FP” logo (collectively, the “Front Pictures Marks”) are the trademarks of Front Pictures, LLC. All other trademarks and tradenames referred to in this brochure are the property of their respective owners. The display of trademarks or trade-names in this brochure does not convey or
create any licence or other rights related to such trademarks or trade-names. Any unauthorized use of the Front Pictures Marks is strictly prohibited.
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